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The Controller for Air Pistol target drives three programs:
- Rapid Fire Pistol (10m 10-8-6-4 sec)
- Standard Pistol, 3x20 shots (10m 150-20-10-8-6 sec) and
- Pistol, 3x10 shots and Rapid Fire Pistol,
turning target (10m 5x3 sec).
The controller also has a program to manually turn the target.

Program selection
A set is started by turning the rotary switch to correct position and by
pressing the start button. Restart the controller by switching off the
power.
1

Pistol, 3x10 shots, 5 minutes set

select 1

2

Rapid Fire Pistol, turning target (10m 5x3 sec)

select 2

3..7

Standard Pistol, 3x20 shots (10m 150-20-10 sec)
- 150 second set,
- 20 second set,
- 10 second set,
- 8 second set,
- 6 second set,

select 3
select 4
select 5
select 6
select 7

The sets (1..7) start with a buzzer sound (Start command). The sets end
with a buzzer sound (Stop command). Initially the target will show.
When the program is finished, the target will show again and you can
start a new set.
8..11

Rapid Fire Pistol (10m 10-8-6 sec)
- 10 second set,
- 8 second set,
- 6 second set,
- 4 second set,

select 8
select 9
select 10
select 11

The Rapid Fire Pistol sets (8..11) start with count-down buzzer sounds:
(Attention-Three-Two-One-Start) and in the end of the set a buzzer
sound (Stop). Finally, after the set, the targets will show and you can
start a new set.
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Running Rapid Fire Pistol, you’ll need 4 more slave targets. Use the
singe target unit as a master to turn the slave targets, or use the turning
master target as the leftmost (last shot) target and place still standing
targets as the first four targets.
12/0

Manual turn
Select program 12 (or 0) and press start button to turn the target. On
each button press the target will change its position. Use this program
when fine tuning target positions.

Set-up programs
The adjusting of the target positions (show and hide) are
preprogrammed when the unit is delivered. There is a dip-switch (or
trimmer potentiometer that function as a switch) inside the turning unit
to fine tune the positions. The show position is set by positioning the
target on top of the unit. With the two switches you have four possible
hide positions.
Power source Use a 9VDC or 12VDC/500mA adapter. A shivering target indicates too
low current.
Mechanics for Rapid Fire Pistol

Target turning units for five (picture) and single targets are available.
Target turning units can be chained and operated with a single
controller.
Contact:

Wille Suurla, +358 40 5004119, controller, eMail: Wille@Suurla.com
Pentti Paavilainen, +358 40 7738889, mechanics
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